NOTE: RADAR required.
NOTE: This is a RADAR vector departure to assigned route or fix.

TAKEOFF MINIMUMS
Rwys 14, 16R, 16L, 17: Assigned heading 163°, standard with minimum climb of 260' per NM to 6000. Assigned heading 283° CW 343°, standard with minimum climb of 400' per NM to 8300.
Rwy 32: Assigned heading 263° CW 343° standard with minimum climb of 498' per NM to 7800 or 400-1 with minimum climb of 260' per NM to 7800.
Rwys 34L, 34R, 35: Assigned heading 263° CW 322°, standard with minimum climb of 260' per NM to 7800. Assigned heading 323° CW 343°, standard with minimum climb of 260' per NM to 7800.

MINIMUM CROSSING ALTITUDES AT FFU
R-351 CW R-110: 12500’
R-270 CW R-350: 11600’